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SPRING 2016 Resource list BY TOPIC

Here we have tried to organize the literature according to the major topics of the course. This might be helpful to you in your reading processes. However, many of the articles are relevant to all three topics. Maybe you even disagree with some of our categorizations? 😊

Parenting


Haukanes, Haldis og Heggli Gry (2016). *Care and career in the life scripts of young people – gendered cases from the Czech Republic and Norway*. NORA nr. 3.


Seivon, E. (2011). My life has changed, but his life hasn’t’: Making sense of the gendering of parenthood during the transition to motherhood. Feminism & Psychology, vol. 22 no. 1: 60-80

Children and Childhood


Immigrant families and the welfare system


Optional (other recommended literature)


